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Abstract

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is well suited to address complex public policy problems but could
benefit from new tools to involve many laypeople. Online information on specialized topics could be more
engaging by including game elements. This paper reports an experiment that assessed a gamified interface to
(1) inform laypeople about the objectives to consider in wastewater management decisions, (2) assist them in
constructing range-based preferences, and (3) provide a positive experience. We measured the effects with (1)
a knowledge pre- and posttest, (2) the elicited weights and a range sensitivity index, and (3) an experience
questionnaire based on self-determination theory. Answers from 174 participants indicated that participants
learnt about the objectives and constructed preferences in both the gamified and control treatments. How-
ever, in neither were weights sufficiently adjusted. Our gamification making the ranges salient did not help
overcome this bias. Both treatments were experienced as neutral to positive, the gamified being more enter-
taining. We discuss implications: if gamification of tools for participatory decision-making is to be promoted,
it requires further research. Range insensitivity remains an unresolved bias in MCDA.

Keywords: behavioral OR; wastewater; preference elicitation; learning; Decision Support System; citizen participation;
evaluation process; self-determination theory; gamification

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivation

Need for participatory multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA). Public policy and environmental
decision problems are complex, with many stakeholders involved that may have very different
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interests and values (e.g., Cockerill et al., 2019; Meinard et al., 2021). Increasingly, there are calls
from various fields, including the OR community, to engage affected citizens in such decision-
making processes (Lourenco and Costa, 2007; White and Bourne, 2007; Insua and French, 2010;
Johnson et al., 2018; Vieira et al., 2020).

MCDA is particularly suited to addressing decision problems with conflicting interests (Keeney
and Raiffa, 1976; Belton and Stewart, 2002). However, involving the public presents a challenge
to the current tools and practices in MCDA (Insua and French, 2010; French and Argyris, 2018;
Johnson et al., 2018). First, the affected citizens are usually new to the topic and need to acquire
knowledge about facts to make an informed decision. For instance, water infrastructure manage-
ment is an environmental issue of the highest importance to citizens’ well-being (Pahl-Wostl et al.,
2003) and merits involving a broad range of citizens. Such issues require factual knowledge, if peo-
ple are asked to make trade-offs between unusual objectives such as high removal of organic matter
and high flexibility of infrastructure systems (Larsen et al., 2016). Affected citizens first need to
understand these concepts. Second, these citizens most likely have no prior preferences and need
to construct them (Lichtenstein and Slovic, 2006). Third, these citizens are usually unfamiliar with
the MCDA process and need to understand it to provide reliable responses. Facilitators usually
elicit responses in face-to-face interviews and group workshops and ensure that responses are con-
sistent and reliable. Specifically, facilitators should verify that the answers reflect the respondents’
preferences (Payne et al., 2006). Among other recommendations, facilitators could support stake-
holders through a training task to help them understand the elicitation process, before eliciting the
preferences relevant in their case (Anderson and Clemen, 2013). However, often, many citizens are
affected, and face-to-face interviews and workshops are not suitable. Surveys can involve numerous
citizens, but have been criticized in MCDA for their lack of interaction and validation checks by
decision analysts (Marttunen and Hämäläinen, 2008). The present study developed and tested a
tool designed to enable broad participatory and unassisted MCDA.

Possible solution: Gamification. Gamification as an interdisciplinary research field is growing
rapidly. Gamification is commonly defined as the use of “elements of game design in non-game
contexts, products, and services to motivate desired behaviors” (Deterding, 2012), or as “a process
of enhancing a service with affordances for gameful experiences in order to support users’ overall
value creation” (Huotari and Hamari, 2017). Originating from information and communication
technology (Koivisto and Hamari, 2019), gamification often aims to increase participation and
performance in online computer interactions (e.g., Darejeh and Salim, 2016; Mekler et al., 2017;
Subhash and Cudney, 2018), and independent use of computer interfaces by laypeople (e.g., Keusch
and Zhang, 2015; Morschheuser et al., 2016). However, gamification is rarely rigorously tested and
appears as potentially promising (Aubert et al., 2019; Koivisto and Hamari, 2019). In this study,
building on behavioral OR (Franco and Hämäläinen, 2016; Franco et al., 2021) and psychology,
we use gamification to address the challenges that MCDA faces in becoming more participatory,
and test its potential benefits.

Previous test of gamification for MCDA. In a previous study, we developed a gamified prototype
to elicit the relative importance given to objectives by many stakeholders (Aubert and Lienert,
2019). Despite some positive results, we concluded that the proposed gamification needed stepwise
improvement. Among other suggestions, we proposed (1) reducing long and tedious reading about
the definitions of the objectives. Moreover, we suggested (2) designing the gamification based on
the basic psychological needs theory (BPNT) to enhance the user experience (see Section 1.2 and,
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e.g., Ryan, 2017). We also recommended (3) improving the research design, for example, by better
differentiating the gamified and control treatments. In this study, we address these three points.

Structure of the paper. In Section 1.2, we provide theoretical background, and define three re-
search questions. We introduce the gamified tool for providing information about objectives in
Section 1.3. In Section 2, we present the experimental design, participant recruitment, the mea-
sures used, and the data analysis. We report the results in Section 3. We finish by discussing these
results in Section 4 and reflect on the limitations of the proposed gamification in Section 4.4 and
on follow-up research development in Section 4.5.

1.2. Theoretical background and research questions

Factual learning for MCDA. The present work builds on value-focused thinking (Keeney, 1992).
This means deciding based on preferences regarding objectives, which should be fulfilled, rather
than on preferences regarding alternatives. Preferences are usually constructed based on the avail-
able information, and the construction often occurs during the elicitation process (Lichtenstein
and Slovic, 2006). Constructing preferences during elicitation is especially likely when there is no
prior knowledge on the topic and no prior knowledge can be recalled (Hoeffler et al., 2013). Thus,
preference construction requires factual learning: collecting and processing information about the
objectives senses and meaning, their attributes and the units used to measure them, the ranges, and
the associated impact of the attribute levels (Payne et al., 2006).

We developed the gamified release of information on objectives (Section 1.3) to increase factual
learning. We focused on informing laypeople about the various objectives in sustainable wastewater
management decisions. We used information from real decision cases in rural Switzerland, where
individual households could change from current centralized to decentralized wastewater manage-
ment systems (Beutler and Lienert, 2020). The best way to transmit information is still unclear.
Literature on gamification for learning initially had high expectations and reported positive results
(e.g., Plass et al., 2015). By raising affective and cognitive engagement (Dede, 2009; Connolly et al.,
2012; Ramirez and Squire, 2014), and/or increasing the satisfaction of basic psychological needs
(Ryan and Deci, 2017b), gamified learning increase learning performances. However, recent reviews
are critical (Dichev and Dicheva, 2017; van Roy and Zaman, 2017). Evidence of long-term benefits
of gamification are insufficient, and practice has outpaced research, leading to limited understand-
ing of mechanisms and methods. Others claim that game-based learning fails due to inappropriate
design that takes insufficient account of context and user characteristics (van Roy and Zaman,
2017). This leads to our first research question:

(RQ1) Does the proposed gamification of information on objectives facilitate factual learning
about the objectives?

Preference construction based on ranges. During the process of factual learning, preference con-
struction manifests itself by the creation of a preference if no prior preference is available, a change
in preferences, or the consolidation of a prior preference (Belton and Elder, 1994; Aubert and
Lienert, 2019). Preference construction can be subject to biases, which often stem from the use
of heuristics (Morton and Fasolo, 2009; Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015). Methods such as
MCDA aim to promote rational decision-making by avoiding heuristics (Eisenführ et al., 2010).
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Thus, training and careful use of such methods should mitigate the most severe biases and the
use of heuristics. When eliciting weights, good practice requires to ask consistency check questions
(Hobbs and Meier, 1994), emphasize the attributes ranges to counteract the range insensitivity
bias (Gabrielli and von Winterfeldt, 1978; von Nitzsch and Weber, 1993; Eisenführ et al., 2010;
Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015), and use symmetrical hierarchies of objectives (Jacobi and
Hobbs, 2007; Marttunen et al., 2018).

The present work contributes to behavioral OR (Franco and Hämäläinen, 2016; Franco et al.,
2021). It focuses on local preferences, which are based on the attribute range in the specific context
(Goldstein, 1990; van Ittersum and Pennings, 2012), rather than on general attitudes toward the
objectives, also referred to as global preferences. In this study, local preferences are captured as
weights given to objectives. According to the value-comparison hypothesis (Fischer, 1995), local
weights for objectives are best elicited with methods that emphasize cross-attribute comparisons,
such as trade-off and swing methods (e.g., Eisenführ et al., 2010).

For instance, when deciding about a job, a decision-maker might state that high salary is the most
important objective. This is a general statement, based on a global scale from very low to very high
salary. However, consider a specific decision where (1) the range of variation in salary is marginal,
that is, the alternatives to choose from offer similar salaries, and (2) the range of variation of a
second criterion unimportant on the global scale varies greatly on the local scale. For example, the
number of holiday days per year could be four times larger for one alternative than for the others. A
decision-maker will be asked to express trade-offs between “high salary,” which varies marginally,
against “high number of holiday days,” which varies greatly. Considering the local scale of this
specific decision, the decision-maker should give little importance to “high salary,” because it does
not discriminate well between the alternatives relative to “high number of holiday days,” which
does. The trade-off and swing weight elicitation methods emphasize such comparisons between
attribute levels, and should be range sensitive. The value difference on a narrow attribute range is
larger than that on a broad attribute range if the value function is renormalized. As consequence,
the weights should be lower on a narrow attribute range than on a broad range.

However, experiments report that the weights adjustment for manipulated ranges of attribute is
lower than the normatively assessed adjustment (Gabrielli and von Winterfeldt, 1978; von Nitzsch
and Weber, 1993; Fischer, 1995). The range sensitivity principle is so generally accepted in the
decision analysis literature (see, e.g., textbook Eisenführ et al., 2010, p.151-154), that to our knowl-
edge very few recent follow-up experiments or analyses have been conducted, despite great concern
about decision-makers’ insufficient adjustment of weights to ranges (Morton and Fasolo, 2009;
Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015). Moreover, these early experiments used simplified deci-
sion problems such as job, flat, or car selection with four attributes or fewer. In our experiment, we
used a complex real-world decision on wastewater management to investigate range sensitivity. Our
second research question reads as follows:

(RQ2) Does informing participants on objectives and making attribute ranges especially explicit
facilitate preference construction based on the provided range of the attribute? Specifically, do we
observe the expected change in weights when the range is manipulated?

Gamification to improve the experience. User experience is central to interfaces evaluation. We
used the self-determination theory (SDT), in particular the basic psychological needs theory
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(BNPT), to investigate user experience of the gamified information on objectives, as is often done in
the literature on gamification (Seaborn and Fels, 2015; Mekler et al., 2017; Nacke and Deterding,
2017; van Roy and Zaman, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2017a). The original proposition reads, “there
are three basic psychological needs, the satisfaction of which is essential to (…) integrity, and well-
being. These are the needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. (…) Need frustration is
associated with impoverished functioning.” (Ryan and Deci, 2017b, Proposition 1a, p.242). Addi-
tionally, these authors propose that “psychological need satisfaction and frustrations vary within
persons over time, contexts, and social interactions. Any factor or event that produces variations
in need satisfaction or need frustration will also produce variations in wellness, and this princi-
ple extends from highly aggregated levels of analysis down to moment-to-moment or situation-to-
situation variations in functioning.” (Ryan and Deci, 2017b, Proposition 1b, p.243). Other findings
from qualitative approaches, close to the grounded theory, align with the BPNT (Heimann and
Roepstorff, 2018). In this study, we evaluate user experience by exploring whether gamification sat-
isfies basic needs.

Previous studies suggest that gamification fulfills three fundamental human needs: autonomy,
competence, and relatedness (e.g., Nacke and Deterding, 2017, and references therein). Autonomy
represents the need for volition, to decide voluntarily for oneself. Providing choices is common to
manipulate autonomy (Sheldon and Filak, 2008; Przybylski et al., 2010; Ryan and Rigby, 2019).
Competence represents the need to achieve something, to be successful and effective. It can be ma-
nipulated by providing clear goals and unlocking the next difficulty level when easier levels are
achieved (Ryan and Rigby, 2019). Relatedness represents the need to connect with others in mutual
exchange. In single-player video games, nonplayer characters are a major feature influencing relat-
edness (Ryan and Rigby, 2019). They support the player and enable some “exchange with others.”
We designed our gamification to satisfy these three needs (Section 1.3), and in turn improve the
user experience. Our third research question is:

(RQ3) Does the proposed gamified interface to inform laypeople on objectives provide a positive
user experience? Do the constructs of the self-determination theory explain this effect?

To answer the three research questions, we carried out an experiment. We tested a gamified inter-
face to inform laypeople on objectives, based on a real-world decision about sustainable wastewater
management. We also varied some of the range information provided. The experimental design is
fully described in Section 2.

1.3. Developing a gamified tool to inform laypeople on objectives

Here, we report on the gamification design following the method by Morschheuser et al. (2017).
This method includes seven phases: project objectives (I); analysis of context and users (II); ideation
(III); design of prototype(s) (IV); implementation of design of prototype (V); evaluation (VI); and
monitoring (VII). The present paper describes the first six phases, focusing on the evaluation. Mon-
itoring is beyond the scope of our work.

(I) Project objective. First, we identified the aim of the gamified tool as providing information
on objectives in such a way that it makes the attribute range explicit and salient. We expect that
this will increase range awareness and help overcome the range insensitivity bias. The tool should
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inform on the objectives to consider, in our example when deciding about wastewater management,
following the current best practices (Payne et al., 2006; Anderson and Clemen, 2013). Specifically,
the gamified tool should provide each objective’s name, its definition, its measure or attribute, the
unit in which it is measured, the best, worst, and status quo levels of each attribute, and the ex-
pected impact of these attribute levels. It should draw attention to the ranges, that is, the best and
worst possible levels of each attribute. In other words, the gamified tool should provide the facts
needed to understand the decision at stake and thus facilitate factual learning. In turn, this should
help laypeople to construct range-sensitive preferences on the relative importance of the objec-
tives. Moreover, the interface should provide an engaging user experience. Ideally, the gamified tool
should be flexible enough to allow case-specific variations, for instance, in the objectives to con-
sider or in the ranges of the attributes. To be accessible to many, it should be an online interface
not requiring software download. An online interface would also allow centralized data collection
from distributed respondents. As final aim, it should be possible to extend and merge this gami-
fied tool with a prototype that we have developed to elicit weights assigned to objectives (Aubert
and Lienert, 2019). Given our objectives, we decided to develop a “soft gamification” (Bailey et al.,
2015). Soft gamification means that we included game elements in our informative interface, as
opposed to a fully fledged game that includes information.

(II) Context and users. The target users are citizens affected by decisions about wastewater man-
agement in rural Switzerland. Thus, the target users are German-speaking adults and young adults
with at least basic education. They will use the gamified tool online without assistance from an
experienced decision analyst.

(III) Ideation. First, we brainstormed a storyline. The storyline should introduce a challenge
motivating users to learn about wastewater management, hereby enabling them to understand the
objectives. To develop the story, we considered the feedback from game designers concerning our
first gamified prototype (Aubert and Lienert, 2019). They appreciated the initial storyline, but made
several suggestions for improving it. In a nutshell, the game designers suggested that the story
should become more immersive by connecting more strongly to the wastewater topic and local
decision context. Second, we consulted game element lists (Duke, 1980; Hamari et al., 2014), and
added those elements expected to positively influence the constructs of basic psychological needs
theory (Table 1) that had not yet been included. We based this brainstorming phase on value-
focused thinking (Keeney, 1992). This means that we developed options for telling an interesting
story about wastewater management that would enable us to reach the objectives identified by game
designers and the theories used to explain the mechanism of gamification.

(IV) Prototype development and pretests. In the early 2018, we twice pretested prototype versions
drawn on paper at the Zurich University of the Arts (https://gamedesign.zhdk.ch/, retrieved on 11
October 2019) with game design lecturers. Each pretest led to improvements, resulting in a single,
improved prototype. Thereafter, two decision analysts with experience in wastewater management
tested the improved paper prototype. This enabled further development and sparked discussion to
select the objectives, based on a Swiss case study (Beutler and Lienert, 2020). An internal workshop
was organized with three decision analysts involved in real-case MCDA applications for decisions
about wastewater management in Switzerland. We identified 10 objectives (Haag et al., 2019; Beut-
ler and Lienert, 2020), and organized them in a two-level hierarchy of objectives. High removal
of organic matter and high removal of micropollutants defined the higher level objective of high
environmental protection. High recovery of nutrients, low water consumption, and low net energy
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Table 1
Summary of the gamification concept. Each page (1 to 5) brings additional information on objectives to learn facts about
wastewater management and to construct context-specific preferences for later use in MCDA (bold lines). Each user
action corresponds to a game element, which is expected to influence one of the three constructs of the basic psychological
needs theory (BPNT)

User’s action Game element
Expected BPNT
construct

Page 1 – Context introduction, presentation of the problem
Read / listen to Mr. Akles Nonplayer character Relatedness
Chose representation of self Avatar Relatedness

Page 2 – Definition of the 10 objectives
Explore / discover virtual world Map / move Autonomy
Collect icons Progress Competence
Take short cuts, answer phone call, receive weather forecast alert Random event Autonomy

Page 3 – Definition of attributes and their units
Match icons with measurement units Clear goals / matching Competence
Read / listen to encouragement from Mr. Akles Feedback Relatedness
Drink coffee offered by Mr. Akles Random event Autonomy

Page 4 – Presentation of best, worst (i.e., range), and status quo levels of attributes
Explore / discover virtual world Map / move Autonomy
Meet a black raven or a white dove Random event Autonomy

Page 5 – Link to weight elicitation survey
Receive a gift Reward Competence

consumption defined high sustainable resource use. High health protection, high attractiveness,
and low time demand for the end-users defined high societal well-being. Low cost and high flexi-
bility defined high economic performance. We wrote specification documents describing the design
(available upon request). These included a technical document (eight pages) specifying following
features: supporting technology and exploitation system, structure of the information on objectives
and alternatives provided to the player, game elements, language, data that needs to be recorded,
access, license, and confidentiality terms. Specifically, the description of game elements included an
overview of the five chapters of the story, a description of the characters in the story, the feedback
provided by the interface and the progression display, and the random events. An appendix to the
technical document (19 pages) specified an exemplary path through the interface with pictures of
the paper prototype, and text for the instructions and dialogues.

(V) Prototype implementation. The company Opinion Games GmbH (Brugg, Switzerland:
https://opiniongames.ch/, retrieved on 15 August 2019) won the competitive call to implement
the concept, described in the specification documents, and deployed it for web-based use. The gam-
ification consisted of a narrative frame composed of five chapters, each being a web page (Figure 1,
screenshots and descriptions of each chapter, see Supplementary Information SI 1). The overall
mission is to discover the challenges Mr. Akles, a wastewater engineer, faces. The challenges corre-
spond to the objectives for MCDA. The designed gamification, based on the BPNT, released the in-
formation gradually. It included a chapter dedicated to the range of attributes. Autonomy game ele-
ments (action choice and random events) should make the users feel volition. Competence game el-
ements consisted of small clearly defined tasks to achieve, and gradual information delivery. Hereby,
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of the gamified information on objectives for a wastewater management decision in rural
Switzerland. (a) Page 2: discovering the objective (name, icon, and definition). (b) Page 4: pop-up window depicting an
attribute level in the status quo, the current state in the decision case; that is, the fulfilment bar for “low costs,” the text
(in German) describing the attribute level and its expected impact, the attributes’ unit (e.g., CHF per person and year),
and the numerical values for the worst (red, lowest number), and best states (green, number at the top). Clicking on the

specific red (“worst possible state”) or green (“best possible state”) buttons changes the fulfilment bar and the
descriptive text.
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Fig. 2. Experiment flow of the 2 × 2 design, including sample sizes after data cleaning. For RQ1 and RQ3, the total
sample size was 184 participants, and for RQ2 174. First numbers indicate the number of participants per group for
N = 184, second numbers for N = 174. CTL: control treatment. Participants started with a pretest (programmed in
LimeSurvey), and were then automatically directed to one of the four treatments, thereafter to a weight elicitation

interface, and finally to a survey (programmed in LimeSurvey).

the aim was that the users should feel progress and could realize achievements. Relatedness game
elements consisted of interacting with a guiding nonplayer character, Mr. Akles. Table 1 also sum-
marizes the users’ actions and related game elements.

(VI) Evaluation. The focus of this paper is on the evaluation of the gamified interface prototype.
We provide method details concerning evaluation in the Introduction (Section 1.2), in the Methods
(Section 2), and the results in Section 3.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Experimental design and procedure

We evaluated our gamified interface quantitatively and qualitatively. First, we compared the gami-
fication (Fig. 1) with a control treatment. The control consisted of a pdf file containing the identical
information on the 10 objectives. Each objective description fitted on an A4 page (example screen-
shot, see SI 2). The experiment was conducted in a controlled environment in a lab at the Institute
of Psychology at the University of Zurich. Participants completed the survey using the university
computers seated in individual cubicles.

We designed a 2 × 2 between-subject experiment. The varying factors were (1) the information
mean (gamified vs. nongamified control) and (2) the attribute ranges (manipulated vs. original con-
trol), leading to four treatments in total (Fig. 2).

When arriving, participants received an information sheet about the experiment and signed
a consent form. Thereafter, they answered a pretest on the computer about their knowledge of
wastewater management (SI 3). One of four treatments followed (Fig. 2). Next, we elicited partici-
pants’ preferences, specifically the weights, using the swing method (von Winterfeldt and Edwards,
1986; Eisenführ et al., 2010). Its procedure makes attribute ranges explicit (description see SI 4,
with screenshots). Therefore, swing elicitation is recommended to limit the range insensitivity bias
(Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015). How to elicit swing weights online is discussed elsewhere
(e.g., Aubert et al., 2020). Finally, the knowledge test was repeated (SI 3), and participants re-
sponded to a feedback questionnaire, designed to measure the autonomy, competence, relatedness,
perceived learning, and experience (SI 5).
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Second, we qualitatively evaluated the gamification orally and in writing to strengthen our under-
standing of the quantitative results. The written qualitative data were answers to open text boxes
in the feedback questionnaire. The oral qualitative data were collected during a test user work-
shop with game design students from Zurich University of the Arts, which was facilitated by the
first author. After introducing the BPNT, participants signed an informed consent form and in-
dividually tested the gamified interface. Thereafter, they individually assessed it based on three
tasks (SI 6). First, they wrote down two words that spontaneously came to their mind to describe
their experience. Second, they rated their overall experience on scales from 1 to 5 (selection of
questions from the experiment). After a break, we discussed their answers in an audio-recorded
session.

Finally, we tested the gamified interface in a real case study (without a control). We assumed
that the real-case respondents, whom the decision substantially affects, would engage in the survey
more than participants from the experiment would. A Swiss rural municipality was deciding about
the future of their wastewater management following a structured MCDA process in facilitated
workshops (Beutler and Lienert, 2020). The local decision-makers wanted to include the citizens’
opinions, since some alternatives directly affect them. For instance, novel decentralized wastewater
technologies could be installed in their houses (Larsen et al., 2016). The local decision-makers
welcomed the gamified information on objectives and the weight elicitation survey. We included a
shortened version of the feedback questionnaire. The municipal administration invited the citizens
to participate between August and September 2019. A lottery incentivized the respondents. Its total
value was CHF 1000, which was split among respondents who registered as vouchers for one of four
stores.

2.2. Sample definition and recruitment

We randomly distributed the four treatments among participants and balanced for gender. In addi-
tion, to limit the potential confounding effect of age due to the digital divide between generations
(Koivisto and Hamari, 2014), we focused on the age group of 18–30 years. This age group is (1) part
of the target group, being citizens of voting age, (2) used to digital interfaces, and consequently (3)
familiar with their design and usability (Cunliffe, 2000). Thus, they are unlikely to drop out of the
survey for lack of digital knowledge and can provide critical feedback, both of which are important
for informing future improvements.

We advertised the experiment on the internal pin board at Eawag, on the student virtual mar-
ketplace (marktplatz.uzhalumni.ch/de, retrieved on 24 January 2020) of the ETH Zurich and the
University of Zurich (UZH), on the test person server of the UZH (www.psychologie.uzh.ch/
probandenserver/public/, retrieved on 24 January 2020), on mini-jobs.ch, with flyers in various
ETH and UZH buildings, and the ad was further shared on social media and per e-mails. The
invitation was in German. Each participant received CHF 30.

We determined the sample size by a priori statistical power analysis using G*Power 3.1.9.2 (Faul
et al. 2009), with the results reported in Ryan (2017). We targeted 200 participants to be equally
distributed across our four treatments. We collected data from January to mid-March 2019. The
project underwent ethical review by the Eawag directorate and was approved of; it classified as a
minimal risk project involving human subjects.
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2.3. Measures

For each research question, we developed measures based on the literature (Table 2). Some mea-
sures are quantitative (performance test), while others are subjective self-reported evaluations by
each participant. For the sake of conciseness, we only develop the Range Sensitivity Index here-
after. The specifics of all measures are in the SI.

To measure preference construction, we elicited swing weights given to the 10 objectives (full pro-
cedure described in SI 4, with screenshots). First, participants rank-ordered hypothetical scenarios
with only one objective at its best attribute level. Second, participants rated the ordered hypotheti-
cal scenarios relatively to one another, assigning points between 100 (for the preferred scenario that
was ranked first) and 0 (for the worst-case scenario, where all objectives were set to their worst level
as default). We explored possible effects of range sensitivity by informing on objectives. We made
the attribute ranges explicit.

To investigate RQ2, the ranges of attribute was a varying factor. Previous experiments halved or
doubled the ranges (von Nitzsch and Weber, 1993; Fischer, 1995). Gabrielli and von Winterfeldt
(1978) called for a strong manipulation of attribute ranges, as they observed that they may not have
manipulated the ranges sufficiently in their experiments. We modified two of the original ranges
of our case. We chose two attributes that (1) were expressed in the same readily understood unit,
the percentage, and (2) could vary in opposite directions. The objective of high removal of organic
matter (Orgm) was made relatively unimportant by reducing the range of its attribute: the original
worst level of only 37% removal of organic matter was increased to 82%, so the original range of
56% was reduced to 11%. The objective of high flexibility (Flex) was made relatively important by
increasing the range of its attribute: the original worst level of 37% flexibility was further decreased
to 1%, so the original range of 51% increased to 87%.

We decided for a between-participant experiment for two reasons (Fischer, 1995). First, it pre-
vents subjects from directly comparing attribute ranges and adjusting weights accordingly. Second,
it is closer to real-world conditions: when making a decision, there is usually only a single local
context. Thus, we compared the weight distributions (mean, median, and standard deviation) of
the two objectives with manipulated attribute ranges to the weight distributions with the original
ranges. We calculated the range sensitivity index (RSI) developed by von Nitzsch and Weber (1993)
across participants, with the reference objective of low cost (Cost), which is easy to understand. We
also calculated the RSI with a second reference objective of low water consumption (Wat), which
statistically had the same average weight in both conditions (8.5 (SD = 3.1) and 8.2 (SD = 3.3),
respectively; based on the results of the experiment). The RSI consists of the percentage of range
difference that the participants considered. It is calculated with M, the expected change of weight
resulting from the normative analysis of attribute range effects, in our case with a linear value func-
tion, and Meli, the elicited or empirical change of weight (von Nitzsch and Weber, 1993; Fischer,
1995; Eisenführ et al., 2010), as in Equation (1):

RSI = Meli − 1
M − 1

. (1)

We averaged the weights between participants and scaled the weights of Orgm (or Flex) and Wat
(or Cost) so that (1) the ratio between Orgm (or Flex) and Wat (or Cost) stayed constant; and (2)
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Table 2
Measures used for the three research questions

Research questions Measure type Measures Ref. & SI

1. Does the proposed
gamification of information
on objectives facilitate
factual learning about the
objectives?

Quantitative
(performance
test)

Difference in Knowledge Score: repetition
of the same 10 questions (one per
objective) before (initial) and after
(final) informing on objectives; varies
from -10 to 10; positive �KS indicates
factual learning; pretested (previous
studies + dedicated data collection
with 52 participants);

Lienert et al. (2016)
SI 3
SI 8a

Self-reported Three feedback questions (5-point Likert
scales: 1 “no factual learning at all” to
5 “a lot of factual learning”)

SI 5a

2. Does informing participants
on objectives and making
attribute ranges especially
explicit facilitate preference
construction based on the
provided range of the
attribute? Specifically, do we
observe the expected change
in weights when the range is
manipulated?

Quantitative
(performance
test)

• Range Sensitivity Index (RSI); based
on elicited weights
(between-participants), 0 means no
adjustment of the weights, 1 weight
adjustment to the new range as
normatively expected

• Perceived range sensitivity: four
feedback questions (two per
manipulated objective); varies from 0
(all answers were wrong) to 4 (all
answers correct)

von Nitzsch and
Weber (1993),
Fischer (1995)

SI 5b

Self-reported • Two feedback questions (5-point Likert
scales: 1 “ranges not considered at all”
to 5 “ranges very much considered”)

• Two feedback questions (5-point Likert
scales: 1 “no preference construction at
all/answers do not represent opinion at
all” to 5 “learnt a lot about
preference/answers exactly represent
opinion”)

SI 5c

SI 5a

3. Does the proposed gamified
interface to inform
laypeople on objectives
provide a positive
experience? Do the
constructs of the basic
psychological needs theory
explain this effect?

Self-reported Overall experience: eight feedback
questions: entertainment, fun, no
boredom, no irritation, no worry,
contentment, recommendation, and
worthwhile use of time (5-point Likert
scales: 1 “not at all” to 5 “very much”)

Aubert and Lienert
(2019), Harms
et al. (2014)

SI 5a

Continued
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Table 2
(Continued)

Research questions Measure type Measures Ref. & SI

Self-reported Basic psychological needs (5-point Likert
scales: 1 “not at all” to 5 “very much”):
• Competence: six feedback questions

(competence in factual learning (3), in
preference construction (2), and
perceiving progress (1))

• Autonomy: five feedback questions
(focused on personal interest (2) and on
the perceived availability of choices (3)

• Relatedness: three feedback questions
(two about the participant’s
relationship to the societal issue of
wastewater and one about the
helpfulness of the information
provided)

Deci and Ryan
(2000), Gagné
(2003), Peng et al.
(2012),
Przybylski et al.
(2010), Ryan and
Deci (2017a),
Sheldon and
Filak (2008),
Tamborini et al.
(2010), Xi and
Hamari (2019),
SI 5a

the sum of the weights of Orgm (or Flex) and Wat (or Cost) equaled 1. Thereafter, we used the
largest range as the global value model and calculated M, the expected adjustment factor of the
weight for the narrow range conditions as in Equation (2):

M = �vr
(
B′

r

)
, (2)

where vr represents the linear value function for Orgm (or Flex) on the global attribute range,
and B′

r the local attribute range. We calculated Meli, the elicited (or empirical) adjustment factor of
the weight as in Equation (3):

Meli = wmanip
local /wre f

local

wmanip
global /wre f

global

, (3)

with the scaled average of the elicited weights as wmanip
local for the objective Orgm (or Flex) in the

narrower attribute range treatment, wre f
local for the objective Wat (or Cost) in the narrower attribute

range treatment, wmanip
global for the objective Orgm (or Flex) in the larger attribute range treatment,

and wre f
global for the objective Wat (or Cost) in the larger attribute range treatment. According to the

range sensitivity principle, the RSI should be 1 (elicited weight normatively adjusted). If the weights
are range insensitive, the RSI equals 0.

2.4. Data analysis

We analyzed the data using R project for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2020).
Given the sample size (>50), we evaluated the differences between groups using Student t-tests.
Effect sizes were calculated with the effsize package. Further details are given in Section 3.
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We removed 20 participants from the entire analysis due to their responses to a filter question
(SI 5d). The filter question asked whether participants had encountered a nonplayer character.
Obviously, participants receiving the gamified information should answer yes, the others no. Six
participants receiving the gamified treatment answered that they had not seen a character. Fourteen
participants receiving the control answered that they had seen a character. We discarded all 20,
because we doubted the reliability of their answers.

3. Results

3.1. Participants of the experiment

In total, 204 people participated in our experiment. We analyzed data from 184 participants, of
whom 132 were female and 51 male. One person did not disclose gender. The mean age of par-
ticipants was 23.5 years (SD = 3.16). The majority (75.54%) had a university degree. Most par-
ticipants had little or no previous knowledge of wastewater: 97.28% answered knowing “nothing
at all,” “rather little,” or “a little” about wastewater before the experiment. The sample was split
in two groups, gamified (N = 95) and nongamified (N = 89). The gender ratio was equal in both
groups (see SI 7 for a detailed sample description).

3.2. Factual learning (RQ1)

Overall, the participants’ delta knowledge score (�KS, difference between the initial and final
scores) was positive (Table 3): they learnt about the objectives after receiving information. The
mean initial and final scores were statistically significantly different (paired t-test; t(183) = –23.08,
p < 0.001, d = –1.97). There was no difference in the scores between the nongamified and the gam-
ified treatments, suggesting that a similar amount of factual learning occurred in both treatments
(two sample t-test; t(182) = –0.74, p = 0.462, d = –0.11).

Note, we tested the knowledge test with 52 additional participants that completed the knowledge
test twice, six days apart (median) but did not receive information on objectives. This test showed
that (1) overall, without information on objectives, there were no statistically significant differences
between the initial and final scores; (2) within participants, the initial and final score correlated,
indicating good test-retest reliability, r = 0.75; and (3) the �KS from our informed participants,
those participating in the actual experiment, were statistically significantly higher than the �KS
from uninformed participants (see SI 8a, for results of the statistical test). Thus, we are confident
that our interventions facilitated factual learning.

There was also no statistically significant difference between the treatments in the self-reported
factual learning ratings on 5-point Likert scales (SI 5a). Participants reported having “rather learnt”
about wastewater management (gamified: mean μ = 3.88, SD = 0.68; nongamified μ = 3.93,
SD = 0.77). In addition, the 20 citizens from the Swiss case study (Beutler and Lienert,
2020) obtained final knowledge scores in the same order of magnitude (μ = 6.4, SD = 2.1,
median Mdn = 7.0).
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Table 3
Knowledge scores (KS) for the pretest before receiving information on objectives (initial) and the posttest after receiving
information (final). KS varied between 0 and 10. �KS = final KS – initial KS; thus, –10 < �KS < 10. μ = mean; SD =
standard deviation; Mdn = Median

Total (N = 184) Gamified (N = 95) Nongamified (N = 89)

μ (SD) Mdn μ (SD) Mdn μ (SD) Mdn

Initial KS 4.89 (1.27) 5.00 4.77 (1.26) 5.00 5.02 (1.28) 5.00
Final KS 7.58 (1.33) 8.00 7.51 (1.27) 7.50 7.66 (1.39) 8.00
�KS 2.69 (1.58) 3.00 2.74 (1.64) 3.00 2.65 (1.52) 3.00

Table 4
Mean weights (μ), standard deviations (SD), and median weights (Mdn) given to the objectives of high removal of organic
matter (Orgm) and high flexibility (Flex), for the original (Origin.) and manipulated (Manip.) ranges of attribute

Total (N = 174) Gamified (N = 90) Nongamified (N = 84)

N μ (SD) Mdn N μ (SD) Mdn N μ (SD) Mdn

Orgm Origin. 85 14.10 (4.74) 14.10 45 15.10 (4.77) 14.47 40 14.73 (4.76) 13.83
Manip. 89 13.13 (5.90) 12.50 45 13.68 (5.67) 12.87 44 12.58 (6.13) 11.92

Flex Origin. 85 9.40 (4.34) 9.10 45 8.63 (3.46) 8.74 40 10.26 (5.06) 9.62
Manip. 89 9.95 (4.33) 10.48 45 10.39 (4.91) 10.56 44 9.49 (3.64) 10.30

3.3. Preference construction (RQ2)

For RQ2, we discarded another 10 answers (N = 174). These 10 participants wrongly entered their
identification number in the swing weight elicitation survey, which prevented us from linking their
weights to the rest of the data. We compared the effect of the range manipulation on the weights
using t-tests for independent samples.

By decreasing the range of the objective “high removal of organic matter” (Orgm) in the ma-
nipulation, we expected Orgm to receive a lower weight in the manipulated treatment than in the
control. This was statistically significantly verified for the total sample, albeit with a small effect
size (Table 4; SI 8b). By increasing the range for the objective “high flexibility” (Flex) in the ma-
nipulation, Flex should receive a higher weight in the manipulated treatment than in the control.
Over the total sample, the weight given to Flex in the manipulated treatment was higher than in the
control; however, the difference was not statistically significant (Table 4; SI 8b). The range manip-
ulation seemed to have a small effect on the weights but was mostly not significant, once even in a
counterintuitive direction (mean weight for Flex in the nongamified group), and not systematically
in favor of gamification, despite our design that made attribute ranges explicit.

The range sensitivity indices (RSIs) varied from negative values to 0.63 at best (Table 5). The
RSI is the ratio between the expected and the elicited weights (see Methods, and von Nitzsch and
Weber, 1993). Negative RSIs, not reported so far in the literature, imply that the elicited weights
lead to Meli > 1. This means that the ratio of the elicited weights for the narrow attribute inter-
val was higher than the ratio of the elicited weights with a larger attribute interval. We observed
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Table 5
Expected (M) and elicited (Meli) weights (mean (standard deviation)), and range sensitivity index (RSI) for the objec-
tives “high removal of organic matter” (Orgm) and “high flexibility” (Flex), in reference to the objectives “low water
consumption” (Wat) and “low cost” (Cost). See Methods for explanation of RSI

Orgm (vs. Wat) Orgm (vs. Cost)

N M Meli RSI M Meli RSI

Total 174 0.26 (0.20) 0.61 (0.91) 0.11 0.23 (0.20) 0.56 (0.83) 0.21
Gamified 90 0.25 (0.20) 0.63 (1.0) 0.0 0.23 (0.20) 0.57 (0.88) 0.15
Nongami. 84 0.27 (0.20) 0.59 (0.81) 0.24 0.23 (0.20) 0.55 (0.79) 0.27

Flex (vs. Wat) Flex (vs. Cost)

N M Meli RSI M Meli RSI

Total 174 0.41 (0.59) 0.52 (0.91) 0.21 0.36 (0.59) 0.49 (1.0) 0.0
Gamified 90 0.43 (0.59) 0.49 (0.74) 0.63 0.37 (0.59) 0.46 (0.86) 0.34
Non-gami. 84 0.40 (0.59) 0.56 (1.1) −0.35 0.35 (0.59) 0.52 (1.2) −0.42

negative RSIs for high flexibility (Flex) in the nongamified group (consistent with the mean weight
results (Table 4)). It indicates that the weights were adjusted to the range in the opposite direction
from that suggested by the range sensitivity principle. We observed the highest positive RSI for
the gamified group (Flex). In contrast, the nongamified group was more range sensitive than the
gamified group for the objective “high removal of organic matter” (Orgm). In sum, the results of
gamification on range sensitivity were equivocal: our gamification emphasizing the attribute ranges
when informing participants on objectives did not systematically lead to the normatively expected
weight adjustment.

When testing the perceived range sensitivity (feedback questions) about the percentage of im-
provement between the best and worst cases (see method Section 2.3.2), participants who received
the nongamified treatment achieved a statistically significant better score (μ = 2.11, SD = 0.93,
Mdn = 2.00) than those who received the gamified treatment (μ = 1.52, SD = 1.04), Mdn = 1.00;
t(172) = 3.90, p < 0.001, d = 0.59). However, the self-reported range sensitivity on the 5-point Lik-
ert scales did not differ between the treatments: on average, participants reported being somewhat
(3) to rather aware (4) of the best and worst levels (gamified: μ = 3.41, SD = 0.69, Mdn = 3.50;
nongamified: μ = 3.48, SD = 0.61, Mdn = 3.50; SI 8b). Most participants reported learning about
their own preferences in both treatments (gamified: μ = 3.51, SD = 0.74, Mdn = 4; nongamified:
μ = 3.44, SD = 0.67, Mdn = 3; SI 8b). They also reported that those preferences reflect their opin-
ions (gamified: μ = 4.35; SD = 0.66, Mdn = 4; nongamified: μ = 4.28, SD = 0.64, Mdn = 4; SI 8b).

3.4. Experience (RQ3)

We measured how users experienced the interface for informing about wastewater objectives
with eight items (see SI 5a). We then compared this perceived experience in the gamified and
nongamified treatments using independent sample t-tests and adjusting the significance level
with Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing. The gamified group experienced the survey as
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Table 6
Results for the measures of experience, for the gamified and nongamified (control) treatments, and statistical difference
tests

Gamified (N = 95) Nongamified (N = 89) Test: Two Sample t-test

μ (SD) Mdn μ (SD) Mdn t(df)
p-value
(Bonferroni corrected) Cohen’s d

Entertainment 3.53 (0.90) 4 2.99 (0.95) 3 −3.95 (182) <0.001 (0.001) −0.58
Fun 3.42 (0.83) 3 3.28 (0.87) 3 −1.12 (182) 0.265 (1) −0.17
No boredom 3.99 (0.88) 4 3.99 (0.95) 4 −0.01 (182) 0.996 (1) −0.00
No irritation 4.16 (0.78) 4 4.27 (0.81) 4 0.96 (182) 0.340 (1) 0.14
No worry 3.81 (1.15) 4 3.78 (1.11) 4 −0.14 (182) 0.886 (1) −0.02
Contentment 3.54 (0.87) 4 3.48 (0.87) 4 −0.42 (182) 0.676 (1) −0.06
Worthwhile use

of time
4.06 (0.76) 4 4.00 (0.78) 4 −0.56 (182) 0.578 (1) −0.08

Recommendation 4.00 (0.91) 4 4.03 (0.82) 4 0.26 (182) 0.793 (1) 0.04

significantly more entertaining than the nongamified group (t(182) = –3.95, p < 0.001, d =
–0.58, Table 6). No differences were found between the groups for any other of the single items
(Table 6).

To our knowledge, no properly validated scales exist to measure the constructs of basic psy-
chological needs when studying the effects and mechanisms of gamification. Therefore, as is
common in game and gamification studies, we adapted the scales that we found in the litera-
ture (Sheldon and Filak, 2008; Przybylski et al., 2010; Tamborini et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2012;
Ryan and Deci, 2017a; Xi and Hamari, 2019). We did not attempt to create a new scale, which
would require testing for convergent and discriminant validity. The following result can be con-
sidered as a prestudy. Our scales to measure competence showed acceptable internal reliability
(α = 0.74), comparable to internal reliability levels reported in the literature (e.g., Sheldon and
Filak 2008; Przybylski et al., 2010; Ryan, 2017). This indicated that the items consistently mea-
sured a single construct. The internal reliability for our scale for autonomy was also accept-
able (α = 0.70). However, the internal reliability for our scale for relatedness was not acceptable
(α = 0.19), indicating that the items did not measure a single construct. We thus refrained from
analyzing its items on a single scale (i.e., aggregating all items) and report comparisons at the
single-items level. This result suggests that two different subdimensions of relatedness may not
be well captured on a single scale (discussed in Section 4.3). There were no statistically significant
differences between the two treatments for any of the items measuring experienced competence,
autonomy, or relatedness (Table 7). For all, answers were neutral to positive (3 and above).

Autonomy and competence were positively correlated with entertainment (for N = 184,
r = 0.40, r = 0.40, SI 8c). These correlations were of the same order of magnitude for the gam-
ified (r = 0.38, r = 0.45 for autonomy and competence, respectively) and the nongamified groups
(r = 0.41 and r = 0.36). However, the trends that competence correlated more closely with enter-
tainment in the gamified group than in the nongamified one and that autonomy correlated more
closely with entertainment in the nongamified group than in the gamified one were not significant
(SI 8c). Nevertheless, the need for autonomy and competence seemed to have been satisfied, which
potentially enhanced the user experience.
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Finally, we checked for the relatedness with the nonplayer character (NPC) for the gamified
group (SI 8d). Participants reported rather low relatedness to the NPC, with items receiving low
scores between 2.16 for the creation of virtual relationship (worst 1, best 5) and 3.26 for how en-
couraging the NPC was.

3.5. Workshop, Swiss case study, and qualitative results

This section focuses on two additional data sources: the workshop with game design students and
the Swiss case study. On 29 April 2019, 11 game design students and two lecturers took part in
the workshop. The feedback on the general experience ranged from positive to negative (results of
the first workshop task, SI 9a). The gamified information was perceived as informative, interesting,
and a source of information. However, the amount and level of information was perceived differ-
ently: some found it was too complex, overwhelming, and demotivating (SI 9a), whereas others
thought it was too simplified and not detailed enough. Participants discussed the game elements
critically, both positively and negatively. For instance, one student warned that it was possible to
click through without reading the text. The artwork was positively perceived by three participants,
although one student reported mismatches between the icons and background styles. SI 9b presents
comments about the nonplayer character Mr. Akles, who was intended to create relatedness. Many
participants reported being annoyed by the automatic voice-over: they found that it sounded awk-
ward and unnatural even though a professional actor had read the text. Four of the game design
students qualified the gamification as bland (not spicy at all), boring, and monotonous, while pos-
itive comments included friendly and cute (SI 9a). Four participants asked for the target audi-
ence, doubting that the gamification was suitable for the citizens of a rural area. This last com-
ment resonated with the qualitative feedback collected in the main experiment and the case study
(SI 9b, SI 10b). Game design students suggested ways to improve the gamification (Sections 4.3
and 4.4).

In the Swiss municipality, 20 citizens completed both the weight elicitation and the shortened
feedback surveys. Three of the respondents were decision-makers involved in the complete MCDA
process and participated in decision-making workshops (Beutler and Lienert, 2020). The gamified
information on objectives was perceived either positively or negatively (SI 10c). All items about the
overall experience scored from neutral (3.1) to positive (4.5) (SI 8f).

4. Discussion

This paper focuses on using gamification for informing laypeople about the objectives important
for wastewater management decisions in Switzerland. We tested whether a gamified interface high-
lighting the ranges enabled factual learning and range-sensitive construction of preferences, and
whether it provided a positive user experience. We compared the interface with a nongamified
control treatment in an experiment, and used the gamified version in a real decision case. In the
following, we reflect on our three research questions (Sections 4.1–4.3). Since our study showed
the limits of our proposed gamification, we then suggest ways on how to overcome and address the
encountered difficulties (Section 4.4). Finally, our experiment opened up further research questions,
and we provide preliminary guidance on further research paths (Section 4.5).
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4.1. Factual learning about objectives

(RQ1) Yes, the proposed gamified interface to inform on objectives facilitated factual learning, as did
the nongamified information.

Both the gamified interface and the identical text in the nongamified control treatment facilitated
factual learning. Knowledge scores showed that participants significantly increased their knowl-
edge about the wastewater objectives by roughly 25%. This was also supported by the qualitative
feedback (Table 3, SI 10a). For instance, the game design students found the gamified interface
informative (SI 9a). Thus, the gamified interface is suited to teaching laypeople about objectives
relevant to wastewater management. However, contrary to our expectations, the gamified interface
led to just as much factual learning as the control.

This lack of difference in learning between the treatments dovetails with fairly equivocal findings
regarding the usefulness of gamification to facilitate learning. Some reviews report positive suc-
cesses (e.g., Kasurinen and Knutas, 2018; Subhash and Cudney, 2018), whereas others have mixed
views. For instance, a review paper on social learning with collaborative serious games reports ev-
idence for cognitive and normative learning, but relational learning is not sufficiently investigated
to reach conclusive results (den Haan and van der Voort, 2018). One theoretical paper is provoca-
tively titled “why gamification fails in education (…)” (van Roy and Zaman, 2017). Dichev and
Dicheva (2017) also report that 64% of 41 reviewed papers are inconclusive, another 10% report
negative results, and just 26% report results supporting the usefulness of gamification for learning
in higher education. This suggests that gamification can backfire, for instance, if participants are
caught in the game and forget the “serious” part, or if participants are overloaded by learning how
to play, thereby not being able to process the new information. Given the literature, our results are
plausible.

In sum, it is somewhat disappointing that the gamified information on objectives for factual
learning is only as good as the control, especially because the results stem from a rigorously de-
signed experiment. However, the gamified interface was as good as the control, suggesting that it
was successful in conveying the relevant knowledge, while also being experienced as more enter-
taining.

In addition, the lack of differences in our study could at least partially be due to our sample
composition and testing conditions. Despite recruiting participants broadly (including advertising
on a platform for small jobs, social media, by broad word-of-month, and by e-mail to apprentices),
75.5% of the participants had a university degree. Most participants were used to reading and
processing long and complex texts. Additionally, the formal experimental situation in cubicles at the
university and the monetary incentive may have increased the motivation to perform well, and the
sense of obligation to follow the instructions. Further studies should investigate the extent to which
individual characteristics and experimental conditions influence the perception of gamification and
its outcomes.

The Swiss case study provided preliminary insights on this sampling issue. Only three of 20 re-
spondents in the case study had a higher education; the remaining 17 respondents belonged to
our target group, laypeople. The final knowledge score of these 17 respondents did not differ
strongly from those with higher education (6.4 and 7.0, respectively) and was about the same as
our experimental results (Table 3). The small and unbalanced sample sizes only allow preliminary
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observations. Proper experiments with larger public samples and controlling for potential moderat-
ing factors, such as education level and learner type (Buckley and Doyle, 2017) would enable better
understanding of the effects of gamification (Dichev and Dicheva, 2017; Nacke and Deterding 2017;
Landers et al., 2018).

Finally, this study focused on a gamified online interface to inform about objectives of wastew-
ater management. The proposed gamification can be improved to increase the feelings of auton-
omy, competence, and relatedness (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). Future research will need to test
whether changing aspects of gamification would lead to increased factual learning. Alternatively,
other means to enhance factual learning could also be investigated. This endeavor would require
reviewing literature for learning in adulthood (Merriam and Baumgartner, 2020), and/or multime-
dia learning (Niegemann and Heidig, 2012). To mention one example, instructional videos might
be a means to inform laypeople about the objectives (e.g., Norman, 2017; Espino et al,. 2021).

4.2. Preference construction and range insensitivity bias

(RQ2) Informing participants on objectives making attribute ranges explicit facilitated preference
construction, which, however, was insufficiently range-sensitive.

Our results for the gamified treatment suggest that participants constructed preferences and that
the elicited weights reflected their opinion (Section 3.3). Additionally, participants reported con-
sidering the best and worst attribute levels. The dedicated test questions partially supported this
self-reporting: the participants’ perceived range sensitivity was medium on average (about two of
four points). Thus, the gamified interface facilitated range-based preference construction to some
degree.

However, despite designing our gamified interface to emphasize the attribute ranges, our gami-
fication failed to create stronger range sensitivity than the nongamified information on objectives.
One reason for the lack of evidence for higher range sensitivity in the gamified treatment than in
the control could be that range sensitivity relates to factual learning, because factual knowledge
about the objectives is a prerequisite for considering the ranges. Given that we did not find dif-
ferences in factual learning (RQ1), the lack of differences in range sensitivity (RQ2) might not be
surprising. Alternatively, the way we made the ranges explicit in the dedicated chapter on the worst
and best levels (SI 1) could be suboptimal. On hindsight, we are uncertain whether we were able to
make the texts about the consequences of the extreme levels of attributes tangible enough to make
sense for laypeople. As future research proposition, we suggest explicitly testing different types of
textual information as well as other information modes for conveying ranges to laypeople. This
could include a small training task at the beginning of the task so that respondents can experience
the effects of range insensitivity (Anderson and Clemen, 2013). Moreover, our preliminary search
for correlation between knowledge scores and range perception are not conclusive (SI 8b), and re-
quire further investigation. For instance, individual RSIs could be calculated, instead of between
participants.

The range sensitivity indices (RSI) is the ratio between the expected and elicited weights (von
Nitzsch and Weber, 1993). These were rather low in our experiment (at best 0.63), but in line with
those found in the literature, which were at best 0.62 (Monat, 2009, table 1). Some of our RSIs
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were even negative (Table 5). Negative RSIs do not comply with the range sensitivity principle.
Negative RSIs show that an objective receives a higher weight with a narrow attribute range than
with a wide one. The weight-change model (Wedell, 1998) could explain this. This model suggests
that in a pairwise comparison, when the range of attribute level is extended on Dimension A, the
relative weight given to differences along Dimension A decreases, because the weights for both
Dimensions A and B are adjusted relative to the larger ratio of difference in the attribute levels
(see numerical example in Wedell, 1998). Wedell (1998) tested their weight-change model in a series
of three experiments with 159, 98, and 143 participants. However, their results did not support
the weight-change model, whereas ours might. If future studies also report negative RSIs, research
should test this model in detail.

Low RSIs, indicating insufficient weight adjustments to range manipulation, are common
(Monat, 2009). Possibly, we used inadequate linear single-attribute value functions to calculate
the RSIs. RSIs depend on the shape of the value function (Weber and Borcherding, 1993) and is
congruent with the value-shift model (Wedell, 1998; Verlegh et al., 2002). This model suggests that
the participants rescale the value functions to the changed attribute ranges instead of adapting the
weights. Accordingly, van Ittersum and Pennings (2012) inferred local weights based on global non-
linear value functions. This seems to be a promising avenue, with or without gamification. Future
research should continue exploring the reasons and potential remedies to the range insensitivity
bias, which is fundamentally important in MCDA, and where we see some urgency for finding
effective debiasing methods (Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015).

Concerns about range insensitivity relate to what the weights represent. In particular, the multi-
attribute value theory literature discusses global versus local weights. Recent articles suggest rele-
vancy analysis (Marttunen et al., 2019) or the swing weight matrix method (Ewing et al., 2006) to
overcome the range insensitivity bias. These approaches view weights as a combination of global
importance, which is based on peoples’ values, and local importance, which is based on the attribute
range in the specific application case. Alternatively, Monat (2009) suggests eliciting first the respon-
dents’ own global scale, that is, best and worst attribute levels based on experience or imagination,
and second the weights using direct rating. Thereafter, the decision analyst can calculate the weights
to fit the local scale. Eliciting global ranges from participants in trade-offs was tested in the nineties
(Baron, 1997). However, it may create an anchoring bias (Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015).
Further experiments could compare these procedures and the standard trade-off and swing weight
elicitation methods.

We can learn from experiences gathered to tackle other biases. For instance, the splitting bias
persisted, despite informing about the bias, raising awareness, and educating about the elicitation
process and pitfalls (Weber et al., 1988; Pöyhönen and Hämäläinen, 2001; Jacobi and Hobbs, 2007).
It might be worth developing debiasing approaches in case the range sensitivity bias also persists,
despite providing information that points to avoiding it (Jacobi and Hobbs, 2007). Debiasing ap-
proaches could include (1) multiple elicitations from the same person to reveal possible conflicts in
answers and ask participants to correct their obviously biased preferences, or (2) mathematically
correct the biases, for example, following up on van Ittersum and Pennings (2012). In general, OR
researchers could reflect on whether gamification could help overcoming known biases, beyond
the already mentioned range insensitivity or anchoring bias. Potentially interesting biases include
group think, anchoring, or the status quo bias. Furthermore, it is important to ensure that the
gamification does not introduce or strengthen biases. For instance, a wrongly developed storyline
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or graphic design could make one objective more salient than others, thereby potentially triggering
the availability bias (Montibeller and von Winterfeldt, 2015).

A potential limitation of our study may be the weight elicitation procedure, which is supported by
an online interface, but without an experienced decision analyst. We used an improved interface in
comparison to previous attempts (Aubert et al., 2020). Its evaluation was positive, but we suggested
further improvements (Aubert et al., [accepted]). Online weight elicitation presents both advantages
and challenges (Mustajoki et al., 2004; Insua and French, 2010; Aubert et al., 2020). Specifically,
online participation — aided with a decision support system, but no experienced analyst — presents
the following advantages: space and time constraints no longer apply. Once set by an experienced
analyst, less experienced operators can easily carry it out, adapt, or replicate it in different contexts.
Being accessible to almost everybody, affected laypeople can be involved, potentially broadening
the range of opinions and helping to identify conflicts. Online participation in such surveys enables
involving many individuals in decision-making, and satisfies a call for increased participation in
praxis (e.g., French and Argyris, 2018; Johnson et al., 2018). However, challenges remain (Mart-
tunen and Hämäläinen, 2008). To date, the digital divide remains a reality. Cognitively demanding
and long surveys can be irksome and demotivating. It is unclear whether participants really un-
derstand the instructions or the process as a whole (Mustajoki et al., 2004; Introne and Iandoli,
2014), which could increase the risk of people using heuristics and exhibiting biases. Good under-
standing of the instructions and the process is a prerequisite for high-quality weight elicitation,
whether facilitated by an analyst or not. To circumvent the absence of facilitation and the risk of
misunderstanding of the process, some researchers favor online interactive group decision and ne-
gotiation (Insua and French, 2010). They aim to increase in-depth understanding of the selected
representative participants (Bayley and French, 2008; Benyoucef and Verrons, 2008; Vieira et al.,
2020).

The MCDA community is exploring how to contribute to e-democracy (Insua and French, 2010).
Several paths are possible: one can focus on the democratic process, or on the tools and instruments
used in the process (Lavin and Rios Insua, 2010). Researchers can also focus on increasing the un-
derstanding of involved participants, or on increasing the number of participants. Online prefer-
ence elicitation for independent use are tools to increase the number of participants. Few studies
are available so far (Mustajoki et al., 2004; Insua and French, 2010; Gregory et al., 2016; Lienert
et al., 2016; Aubert et al., 2020). Future research should control specifically for process understand-
ing, biases, and heuristics use, and systematically evaluate the online interfaces. As Phillips (2006,
p.188) wrote: “Is an unsound tool better than unaided judgement? One wonders.”

4.3. Gamification to improve user experience

(RQ3) The gamified information on objectives was more entertaining.

Comparing items of user experience, the only statistically significant difference between the gami-
fied and nongamified treatments was that the gamified information on objectives was more enter-
taining than the control (Section 3.4, SI 8c). In all other respects, both treatments received neutral
to positive assessments. There are two potential reasons for this lack of a significant effect in the
overall experience between treatments. One reason could be at the manipulation level: our items
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were reliable, but there was no difference to measure, because the manipulation was too weak.
Another reason could be at the measurement level: the manipulation was fine, but the items did
not measure reliably enough what we manipulated. Items for the overall experience came from the
literature (e.g., Harms et al., 2014). We tend toward the first explanation at the manipulation level,
because the differences in the constructs meant to influence the overall experience (the three basic
psychological needs) were themselves minor. We discuss this hereafter.

There were no statistically significant differences between the gamified and nongamified treat-
ments for the constructs of autonomy, competence, or items of relatedness (Section 3.4, Table 6).
The constructs of autonomy and competence showed acceptable internal reliability and received
neutral to positive assessments. However, the internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the related-
ness scale suggested issues in our selection of items. We discuss these results in more detail below.

The SDT, and in particular the basic psychological needs theory (BPNT), is one of the most
commonly used theories to explain the effect of gamification (Seaborn and Fels, 2015; Nacke and
Deterding, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2017a; Ryan and Rigby, 2019). Several studies have reported pos-
itive effects of gamification on the three constructs of the BPNT (Gagné, 2003; Wee and Choong,
2019; Xi and Hamari, 2019). To the best of our knowledge, no scales to measure the constructs of
the BPNT for gamification were properly validated yet. Therefore, we adapted those scales that we
found in the literature, as these authors did themselves (Sheldon and Filak, 2008; Przybylski et al.,
2010; Tamborini et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2012; Ryan and Deci, 2017a; Xi and Hamari, 2019). In
practice, one should formulate the question in the same way as the original questions, but ensure
that it makes sense in the new context. Given our results (particularly for relatedness, see below),
our adjustments might have been too strong, and we recommend reconsidering the original items
(Gagné, 2003), or newly partly validated scales for gamification (Högberg et al., 2019).

We found that competence and autonomy were positively correlated with entertainment in both
conditions. This indicated that feeling competent and volitional increases the positive perception
of the interface. However, perceived competence, that is, how much one feels successful and effec-
tive, was statistically not significantly higher in the gamified condition than in the nongamified one,
and its relation to entertainment was similar in the gamified and nongamified conditions. We ma-
nipulated competence within the gamified interface based on small tasks with clear goals such as
matching tasks and progress. Apparently, this was not enough to significantly increase the perceived
competence or lead to higher correlation between competence and entertainment.

Autonomy, that is, deciding voluntarily for oneself, also showed no statistically significant differ-
ences between the gamified and nongamified conditions. This is unexpected because the gamified
interface contained game elements that are usually connected with the experience of autonomy,
such as being able to choose the order of events (Ryan and Rigby, 2019). In our interface, the
participants could choose the order in which they discovered and read the information about the
objectives. Possibly, the inclusion of more game elements connected with autonomy would have
produced a different result. Game elements associated with immersion, including narratives and
avatars, have a positive effect on perceived autonomy (Xi and Hamari, 2019). Our interface con-
tained a nonplayer character, Mr. Akles, but the lack of a virtual relationship with that character
(see next paragraph) suggests that the created environment was insufficiently immersive. Moreover,
a nonfixed structure such as a nonlinear storyline might better satisfy the need for autonomy (Wee
and Choong, 2019), a feature that was not offered in our gamified interface. Finally, experimental
conditions can also restrict the participants’ feeling of autonomy (Heimann and Roepstorff, 2018),
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which is essential for playfulness. Certainly, sitting in a cubicle in the university lab to conduct a
computer experiment is hardly a playful condition. The medium correlation between experienced
autonomy and entertainment, however, indicated that it is promising to consider game elements
that increase autonomy when developing a game-based interface, as an increased feeling of auton-
omy leads to a better experience.

Third, we failed to measure a single construct for relatedness, which represents connectedness
and exchange with others. Our three items for measuring relatedness (SI 5a) showed unacceptable
internal reliability. Further analyses (SI 8e) confirmed that these three items measured different
aspects and not one single construct. This could be because relatedness in case of gamified infor-
mation on objectives for societal decisions might have two aspects: (1) relatedness to the nonplayer
characters and (2) relatedness to society as a whole. This dichotomy of relatedness is also discussed
in the literature. The players can be related to the nonplayer characters in the game-based interface
independently of feeling related to other participants (e.g., in our case, society) (Ryan and Rigby,
2019). Our construct included different subdimensions in one, which turned out to be unsuccess-
ful. A recent new questionnaire to measure the experience of gamification, gamefulquest (Högberg
et al., 2019), includes a specific section for social experience, one of the subdimensions of relat-
edness. However, these authors do not identify the connection with the nonplayer characters as a
stand-alone dimension. Investigating gamification with BPNT is an emerging field of research, and
we need to develop standards, for instance, for the items and the variables investigated. Our results
contribute to this rapidly growing gamification literature. It can serve further research to identify
critical issues and support converging toward common standards.

Finally, despite the proposition that relatedness can be experienced through a virtual relation
with a nonplayer character (Ryan and Deci, 2017a; Ryan and Rigby, 2019), hardly any research has
investigated the importance of nonplayer characters per se (Mekler et al., 2017; Wee and Choong,
2019). Instead, the need for relatedness was satisfied by competition, cooperation in a team, and
social networks (Wee and Choong, 2019; Xi and Hamari, 2019). Results relating most to nonplayer
characters show that avatars, a meaningful story, and teammates are elements that positively in-
fluence social relatedness (Sailer et al., 2017). Most studies identify nonplayer characters as a part
of the narrative or meaningful story. Our results showed a lack of virtual relationship and call for
specifically investigating the effect of nonplayer characters in gamification. Their design can de-
mand substantial resources, up to using artificial intelligence to adapt the nonplayer character to
the player, as already occurs in some video games (e.g., Kopel and Hajas, 2018). This question
has already been raised: “we are intrigued by how needs for relatedness may be met by ‘computer
generated’ personalities and artificial intelligence” (Ryan et al., 2006, p. 350). Can participants re-
late to simple, less costly, nonplayer characters? Should nonplayer characters have specific traits
to facilitate virtual relationships? What are these traits? We call for investigating the relatedness to
nonplayer characters in addition to social relatedness.

4.4. Limits of the proposed gamification

Our results showed that our gamified information failed to create immersion, and in particular,
relatedness to the nonplayer character Mr. Akles. The nonplayer character was a cornerstone of
the proposed gamification, and the absence of relatedness to Mr. Akles could explain the overall
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lack of effect of our gamification. The nonplayer character and avatar could benefit, for instance,
by including possibilities for interactive dialogues that create emotions or at least empathy. These
are elements that make a meaningful storyline, which facilitates immersion and in turn the feel-
ing of autonomy (Xi and Hamari, 2019). Additionally, improving voice-over and sound ambiance
could contribute to immersion. Qualitative feedback indicated that the voice-over that we used in
our interface should be less theatrical and more natural. The whole experience could benefit from
background sounds, and each objective could have a specific sound signature in addition to the
icon. Finally, more diverse nonplayer characters could be included, each with different opinions.
This would highlight the diversity of worldviews while creating options for more interactions and
dialogues. Implementing these aspects in a nonlinear structure would also increase the feeling of
autonomy (Heimann and Roepstorff, 2018).

Random events are game elements that break the linearity of fixed structures, which we also im-
plemented in our gamified interface as drinking coffee with Mr. Akles (Table 1). These also need
improvement, as they should contribute to fulfilling the need for autonomy (Ryan and Rigby, 2019).
Currently, the main random events occurred when the participant was inactive to remind them to
take action. Thus, participants that remained active did not encounter any random events. If en-
countered, they had little to no consequences on the fixed storyline, as they just served as reminders.
Consequently, game design students judged them as being useless. They suggested relating them to
the topic of wastewater management to give additional information and a stronger meaning to the
storyline, thus increasing its immersive potential. As for the nonplayer character, we did not find
any discussion of the effect of random events per se in the recent gamification literature.

The present study focused on Evaluation (phase VI of the gamification design method we used)
(Morschheuser et al., 2017). After this phase, it is common to iterate back to phase IV Design,
or even III Ideation, to “solve” the problems revealed in the Evaluation phase. In hindsight, we
could have engaged earlier with users via test panels, in shorter and more frequent iteration loops.
Co-designing is a common practice when developing serious games for complex decisions, as often
done in participatory modelling (e.g., Barreteau et al., 2014; Ditzler et al., 2018). Co-designing
usually ensures that the gamification matches the audience, and can reveal “wrong ideas” early in
a design process. It is also in line with user-centered design (Hollender et al., 2010). However, it is
also highly resource consuming. In some cases, the co-design process is even the aim. Co-design
processes help participants to learn and make explicit their tacit knowledge (Barreteau et al., 2014;
Aubert et al., 2019).

4.5. Further outlooks for research and gamification

SDT is not the only valid theoretical framework for investigating gamification but it is currently
commonly used (Seaborn and Fels, 2015; Nacke and Deterding, 2017; Ryan and Deci, 2017a;
Ryan and Rigby, 2019), mostly as the basic psychological needs subtheory. However, Loughrey
and Broin (2018) argue that most gamification research currently oversimplifies SDT and ignores
other subtheories such as cognitive evaluation, organismic integration, causality orientations, and
goal contents (Ryan and Deci, 2017b). Loughrey and Broin (2018) invite follow-up research:
(1) to create a taxonomy of game elements and measure whether they are perceived as extrin-
sically or intrinsically motivating, noting that this will be user and context dependent (causality
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orientations); (2) to verify whether individuals perceiving more external regulation are more likely
to integrate extrinsic motivational elements such as game elements, as opposed to individuals per-
ceiving more internal regulation (organismic integration); and (3) to differentiate individuals who
are intrinsically motivated, as the use of extrinsically motivating elements, even with an intrinsically
motivating functional significance, may thwart their existing motivation. This final aspect might
have been the reason for the mixed judgment by the voluntarily participating Swiss citizens in our
gamified survey in the case study: they were intrinsically motivated people who did not need the
extrinsic motivational elements of gamification. In addition, consideration should be given to the
interactions between basic needs (Ryan and Deci, 2017b) and the effects of age, level of education,
and exposure to games in general on the perception of gamification. This relates to an unexplored
question, whether gamification is also suitable for more senior citizens.

Gamification research is growing. This will shed light on whether its promising features are as
powerful as expected, but this requires that rigorous evaluation showing negative or null results are
also published (thereby overcoming some publication bias towards positive results) (Sridharan and
Greenland, 2009). Indeed, potential drawbacks of gamification also need to be investigated. For
instance, is gamification diverting attention and cognitive capacity from the main task?

Finally, if the gamification is digital as in our case, the frameworks used in the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) can be relevant (e.g., Carroll, 1997; Hochheiser and Lazar, 2007). HCI
among others deals with the usability of programs or digital tools, that is, how users behave and/or
accept them. Interestingly, some of this work also refer to some SDT subtheories (Venkatesh, 2000).

5. Conclusion

We developed and thoroughly tested an online interface in a controlled experiment. The aim of
the online interface was to inform laypeople about objectives in a real decision about sustainable
wastewater management, and to elicit their informed weight preferences for later use in decision-
making. This is important because online interfaces for MCDA, which can be used unaided by
a decision analyst, could make MCDA processes more participatory. For instance, many affected
citizens could take part in the decision process, which so far has been difficult to achieve in decision
workshops.

We tested the gamified information on objectives for three aspects. First, factual learning oc-
curred: the participants were better informed about the objectives after completing the survey.
However, contrary to our expectations, factual learning in the gamified treatment was not higher
than in the nongamified control treatment. This is in line with a growing body of studies on game-
based learning that report no evidence of an increase in factual learning due to gamification (Dichev
and Dicheva, 2017; van Roy and Zaman, 2017). One reason in our case could be suboptimal gami-
fication design, which we discuss.

Second, range-based preference construction was confirmed. However, our results, in line with
the existing literature, showed that the weights assigned to manipulated attribute levels were not
sufficiently adjusted. Differences between the gamified and control treatments in range sensitivity
were equivocal. Future experimental settings such as within-subject design for the range manipula-
tion may be useful.
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Third, the gamified interface to inform about objectives provided a neutral to positive user ex-
perience, and was more entertaining than the nongamified control. However, gamification did not
increase feelings of competence and autonomy. Our questionnaire, which is fully available for other
researchers, requires further development. Our preliminary results on this study are not readily
comparable to others in the literature. One reason is that gamification is an emerging field in which
no standards exist yet. Our results contribute to ongoing scientific debates about (1) serious games
and gamification to enhance learning; (2) preference construction, questioning the range sensitiv-
ity principle, and the meaning of weights in MCDA; and (3) evaluating gamification based on the
SDT.

Despite the results not always being statistically significant, our study provides interesting in-
sights. We have learnt that our gamified online information on objectives may have suffered from
a suboptimal gamification, in particular not sufficiently satisfying the need for autonomy of par-
ticipants by proposing a too linear story. In addition, the scale to measure the relatedness is in-
sufficient. It should distinguish between the connectedness to the nonplayer character and social
connectedness, which is very relevant in public decision-making. Co-designing games in partici-
patory modeling would be another promising approach to support gamified decision-making for
complex cases.

We discuss future research lines, which include: (1) continuing efforts to assess the feasi-
bility of online MCDA interfaces that allow for eliciting preferences unaided by a decision
analyst; (2) carrying out studies to test different models that could explain range insensitiv-
ity, as our results questioned the range sensitivity principle; (3) having a more comprehen-
sive understanding of the SDT in studies focusing on gamification by replicating experiments
with different participants; (4) developing gamification-specific validated and reliable basic psy-
chological needs scales; and (5) testing the effectiveness of different interventions. Generally,
we targeted a growing societal demand by investigating an innovative way to engage laypeo-
ple in complex environmental decision-making while exploring its effect on a well-known bias.
We encourage our colleagues, particularly from behavioral operational research, to join us in
the exciting expansion of traditional decision support approaches offered by technical online
developments.
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